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In his speech on inaugurating the parliamentary term, HH the
Amir selected to address his subjects frankly concerning three
main issues - national unity, the turbulent regional situation

and future financial challenges in view of oil price deterioration,
which are undoubtedly very dangerous issues that have been on
the minds of most citizens for a while. However, the fact that HH
the Amir highlights them in an official and public assembly
makes them the pillars of the state’s policies over the coming
period of time.  Without going into details and only focusing on
the main points mentioned in the Amir’s speech and the danger
of each of them, one should talk about communal responsibility
towards each of the challenges mentioned in the speech such as
sectarianism and its consequences of terrorism and national uni-
ty-threatening division. Things are becoming more like a ‘plague’,
as HH described it, blaming the leaders of each faction, tribe, sect,
doctrine or family for it because they are the ones who ought to
fight such irregularities according to Kuwaiti norms and traditions
whenever any fellow citizen is subjected to abuse or slander. The
Amir pointed that this was to be done in accordance to the law. 

On the other hand, national political powers and figures
should handle regional incidents and their consequences with
utmost political wisdom and place Kuwait’s greater good as a top
priority, which is the opposite of what some of them have been

doing, as they have been injecting regional developments into
Kuwaiti domestic affairs and fueling domestic fires. This is usually
done out of misunderstanding or to abuse people’s feelings and
emotions to achieve personal stardom, electoral interests or win-
ning senior official positions. 

However, the economic challenges may be the worst of all in
view of the rapidly dropping oil prices that have already lost over
60 percent of their value in a rather short period. This has definite-
ly affected the state’s budget and its future plans, forcing the state
towards taking some harsh rationalization measures, victimizing
only the simplest citizens. Here lies the state’s decision makers’
responsibility to get out of this state of political stagnancy and
start diversifying national income resources, stop wasteful spend-
ing and fight public fund violators and thieves who have been
bullying lower classes to make and cover up for their failure in
running public affairs devotedly and efficiently. 

The ‘aye, aye sir’ fake and cheap slogan is no longer accepted as
a tool for political hypocrisy and social courtesy. In addition, the
rush by tycoons dressed in fancy bishts - the very ones addressed
by the Amir in his speech - on various occasions and racing to front
rows to circle around members of the political leadership must be
brought to an end, because these fancy faces are the ones behind
every tumult!  —Translated by Kuwait Times
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In its issue published on Oct 25, 2015, Al-Qabas
daily reviewed a report by NBK under the title
‘2015, a Historic Year for Tenders’, in which the

total value of contracts signed so far (till the third
quarter of the year) is KD 9 billion ($30 billion). The
report showed that this period witnessed the
strongest annual performance including the con-
tracts for the new airport, Al-Zour refinery, develop-
ing oilfields’ production, MPW road projects, housing,
infrastructure and power and water projects. The
report also showed that KD 3 billion-worth PPP proj-
ects have been signed. The report also quoted the
MEED projects website statement that the total value
of planned projects and those being executed in
Kuwait has grown to over KD 74.3 billion ($246 bil-
lion) by the end of September 2015. 

Assuming that great transparency was used in
awarding these ‘historic’ tenders, meaning that they
were not custom-tailored to fit some specific tycoon’s
companies, and that there is no monopoly in the pri-
vate sector, this means that these humongous sums
have gone to a relatively large number of citizens
owning private companies (the KD 9 billion equals
45.68 per cent of the state’s budget for 2015-2016 of
KD 19.7 billion, and is also expected to grow by a
third by the end of  fourth quarter of the year). 

Well, assuming the above, one is left wondering
what benefit the state budget, which is already suf-
fering from a KD 8 billion deficit and the government
intends making it up by overburdening people with
low income through so-called rationalization policies,
gets from these historic deals. If only we had a fair
system of ascending income taxes (that we have
already explained in detail in a previous article) that
is different from what we currently have where the
private sector mainly depends on public spending
and making astronomical profits without paying any
taxes in return!

On the other hand, what is the economic benefit
the state has made from all those historic record deals,
especially when the private sector does not even pro-
vide enough new job opportunities matching their
volume, taking into consideration that the govern-
ment has cancelled the offset program that mandated
foreign companies invest at least 30 percent of the
deal value within Kuwait in the form of providing job
opportunities, training courses, scholarships for
employees and importing modern technology?

Finally, if 2015 is considered a historic year for ten-
ders, it is also a year of public budget deficits that will
be shouldered by people with low and medium
incomes, and here lies the paradox. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 
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KUWAIT: Kuwaiti farmer gives a bottle of water to his camel. —KUNA

The authority currently running state affairs with
oil prices varying between $40-50 is the very
same one (regardless of changing some names

and Cabinet formations) that has been running things
for long previous years when oil prices were over
$100 a barrel. It is the very same authority that was in
office when everybody complained about deteriora-
tion of public health, education and traffic services
and about getting lost while doing simple transac-
tions in government departments full of jobless pub-
lic employees, where most departments are stricken
by bribery and wasta as two main means to get any
transaction done. 

It is the same old authority today that used to bad-
ly run the state’s administrative bodies with only one
small difference - national income is 50 percent less
and is run by a terrible administrative apparatus that
never stops demanding more incentives regardless of
deterioration in national income. It is the same old
authority that has never brought any corrupt official
or public servant to justice (as mentioned in an article
by Hassan Jouhar) over the past years. 

It has never admitted its failure in running any
public facility starting from the Halliburton scandal,
the defense ministry contracts, foreign investments,
Mishref sewers, the Dow compensation and the social
security billionaire. The list is endless when it comes
to failure, corruption and mismanagement. It is the
same old authority that is still catastrophically run-
ning the state with the same conventional methods in
the exact same way despite the terrible oil prices
without holding anybody accountable. 

Is the authority actually worried about the future?
Will it even consider the drastic regional changes,
growing sectarian hatred and terrorism that have been
causing major countries to interfere in smaller ones’
domestic affairs? Will it realize how our governments
had been nurturing doctrinal and tribal affiliations
without being able to foresee the nation’s future, while
thinking only of a way to maintain seats and positions?
Is the authority worried about the future in view of the
inevitable drop in the state’s only source of income,
sovereignty challenges at the borders or the danger of
vanishing, or is it too indifferently thinking that it is a
solid mountain facing mere winds? 

Well, it is a mountain of paper - in fact, it is made of
the paper of studies made without putting any of
them into practice; the paper mountain of delayed
transactions and official letters promising to conduct
reforms. The challenges we are currently facing are no
less hazardous than those we faced in 1990. So, will
we learn? I doubt it, simply because the authority is
the same! — Translated by Kuwait Times 
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Ministries
Administrative
Development

KUWAIT: In less than a week after
deporting 23 expats for fighting in
Shuwaikh, the Interior Minister has
ordered the deportation of 7 Egyptians
and Yemenis for the same reasons after
they fought in Ardhiya Industrial Area,
security sources said. 

Unidentified caller insults MP
MP Faisal Al-Duwaisan recently filed

a complaint accusing an unidentified
caller of insulting him. Al-Duwaisan

provided the police with the caller’s
number. 

Policemen detained
Jahra security director colonel,

Waleed Shehab recently ordered two
policemen to be detained for driving
recklessly under the rain in Jahra. Case
papers indicate that while patrolling the
area to make sure everything was ok
during the rain, the policemen were
found driving recklessly. 

Expat rescued
Marine Rescue Forces recently rescued an

expat who was washed away while swimming and
got stuck in a sewers tube, said security sources. 

A citizen, who had been wanted for sex-
ual harassment, was recently arrested while
driving along Nuwaiseeb Highway. Security
sources said that the man was arrested at a
routine checkpoint. 

Kids kidnapped 
An expat reported that his divorced wife

had kidnapped their three kids after he won
their custody. 

103 bottles of liquor
An Asian was recently arrested in Farwaniya.

He was found with 103 bottles of home-made
liquor, said security sources, noting that a police
patrol suspected the man when he was
stopped for inspection. In another develop-
ment, a stateless person has been arrested in
Jahra. 450 psychotropic pills were found in his
possession. —Al-Rai and Al-Anbaa

Another 7 Yemenis, Egyptians deportedGCC keen on stability
MANAMA: Bahraini Foreign Minister Sheikh
Khalid bin Ahmed Al Khalifa said yesterday that
the Gulf Cooperation Council states are keen to
seek stability in the region and are committed to
ensuring its security for decades. Sheikh Khalid
said in the first session of the Manama Dialogue
dubbed (US Policy and Regional Security) that the
wars in the region and the chaos were the result
of the emergence of terrorist organizations such
as the so-called Islamic State (Daesh), in addition
to Iran’s support for some movements such as the
Houthi movement in Yemen and others. —KUNA


